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Abstract  
This study aims to assess the translation quality in terms of accuracy, acceptability, and 
readability of words that contain spelling, punctuation and grammatical errors that represent the condition 
of Autism character in Flowers for Algernon novel by Daniel Keyes using an instrument from Nababan, 
Nuraeni, and Sumardiono (2012). This research uses qualitative descriptive method. Data collection is 
done through document analysis, questionnaire, and FGD. From 309 data found in the study, 303 data 
(98.05%) were accurately translated and 6 data (1.94%) were translated inaccurately. In terms of 
acceptability, 177 data (57.28%) were acceptable, 126 data (40.77%) were less acceptable and 6 data 
(1.94%) were unacceptable. While for readability aspect, 285 data (92,23%) were stated to have high 
readability, 18 data (5.82%) had medium readability and 6 data (1.94%) had low readability. The average 
score is 2.81. This score indicates the translation has a good quality of accuracy, acceptability, and 
readability. 
Keywords: Translation Quality; Spelling Error; Punctuation Error; Grammatical Error 
 
Introduction 
Nowadays, especially in globalization era, communication in many languages is very important. 
And of course, the method of communication is needed to apply the communication. But because of there 
are so many languages in all over the world, the communication become problem for them. The only 
solution of the problem in different language is through translation. Nida and Taber (1982: 12) state that, 
"Translating consisting of reproducing in the receptor language natural equivalent of the source language 
message, first in terms of the message and secondly in terms of style". From the Nida and Taber 
statements, there are two things in the translation process. The first is to produce a message that is 
commensurate with the source language, and the second is to produce a natural equivalence in terms of 
the language style. Based to the definition, translating means transfer the message from SL into TL. The 
message in TL should have the equivalence and closely meaning with the SL. In conclusion, meaning is 
more important than style in translation. Moreover, Nord (2005) defines the phenomenon as “the 
replacement of a representation of a text in one language by a representation of an equivalent text in a 
second language.” Baker (2006: 77) defines equivalence as the relationship between a source text (ST) 
and a target text (TT) that has allowed the TT to be considered as a translation of the ST in the first place. 
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Based to the definition, translating means transfer the message from SL into TL. The message in TL 
should have the equivalence and closely meaning with the SL. In conclusion, meaning is more important 
than style in translation. 
 
A good translation has to transfer the message from source language to target language very well. 
The readers sometimes only read the translation product without paying attention to the translation 
quality. Translation quality assessment is very important for translation product. Translation quality 
assessment is an activity to give value to a translation product whether the product is having good quality 
or not. Assessing or criticizing a translation is not an easy matter because it needs an extraordinary ability 
(Nababan., 2003). The translation product is not always good. Sometimes there are many mistakes in the 
translation product when it is compared to the original one. Assessment towards translation quality 
focuses in three things namely accuracy, acceptability, and readability. 
 
The quality of translation, it needs to have an assessment quality of translation. Assessment of 
translation quality determined to evaluation translations performed by professional translation. The 
assessment quality of translation results is defined by three aspects, namely accuracy, acceptability and 
readability (Nababan., Nuraeni and Sumardiono., 2012). The best translation is the translation with a high 
degree of accuracy, acceptability and readability. However, with a variety of considerations in practice it 
is sometimes difficult to produce perfect translations. Often translators are confronted with the choice to 
be more concerned with an aspect and slightly offer another aspect. That is why, that translation quality 
have to face this three aspects which are; 1) accuracy; 2) acceptability; and 3) readability. 
 
 
1. Accuracy  
   
According to (Nababan, Nuraeni and Sumardiono., 2012) accuracy is related to the 
correspondence of content or messages between Source language and Target language. Translated 
messages must be accurately conveyed, equally meaningful. In the source language contained the content 
or messages should not change, either by adding or reduce the content or messages. If in the target 
language add or reduce the content or messages is consider an attempt to betray the original writer and  
target reader. However, the addition (or) reduction that is not intended to reduce or adding information is 
a translation technique that can be use  translator to address equivalent and easy to understood for the 
target reader.  
 





















Meaning of words, technical terms, phrase, clause, 
sentence or source language text is accurately 
transferred into the target language text. There is 






Most of the meanings of words, technical terms, 
phrases, clauses, sentences or source language 
texts have been accurately transitioned into target 
language. However, there is still distortion of 
meaning or double translation of meaning or some 







Meaning of words, technical terms, phrases, 
clauses, and sentences or source texts are not 
accurately transferred in the target text or deleted. 
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2. Acceptability   
 
Second, the aspect of acceptability refers to the appropriateness of translation to norms, rules and 
cultures that exist in the target language, both on the micro level and macro (Nababan., Nuraeni and 
Sumardiono., 2012). If the translation is not appropriate with binding norms and cultural norms in the 
target language, the results the translation was deemed unacceptable. If the translation does not match 
rules, norms and culture of the target language, then the translation would be not natural and rejected by 
the target audience. 
 
                Table 2 The instrument assessment of acceptance 
Category Qualitative Parameter Score 
 Acceptable 
 
The translation is natural; familiarity of technical terms 
to the reader; phrase, clause and sentence used 







In general the translation is natural; however, there are 
some little mistakes or problems in using some 







The translation it not natural; unnecessary technical 
terms or not even familiar to the reader; phrase, clause 
and sentence used don’t conform to grammar of the 







The aspect of readability refers to the understanding of the target reader to the translation work. A 
translation should be able consider the rate at which the reader is translating (Nababan., 2008). An 
interpreter should be able to consider who will read the translation so that his translation can be adjusted. 
Here is the instrument of readability assessment.  
 

















Category Qualitative Parameter Score 
 
High 
Words, technical terms, phrases, clauses, 
sentences or subtitles can be easily 





Generally the translation can be understood 
by the reader; but there are certain parts that 




Low The translation it not natural and 
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Spelling is an important aspect of language knowledge; it is a key functional component of 
writing. In other words, spelling is the key to both reading and writing of the language, therefore effective 
writing depends on effective spelling. Poor spelling can interfere with communication between the writer 
and the reader. (Smedley., 1983; Moseley., 1993; Brann., 1997; Willett., 2003). Ida (2006) states that 
unquestionably English spelling is a difficult and complex matter and learners around the world have 
difficulty getting the letters right. As stated by Fay (1971) English spelling is characterized by the 
inconsistencies of pronunciations, as well as by the discrepancies in the numbers and combinations of 
letters used to represent English sounds. Meanwhile, Spelling Error defined as an error in the 
conventionally accepted form of spelling a word (Willet., 2003) This novel is reviewed in the style of a 
diary written by the main actor himself Charlie. The early parts of the novel contain reports in a ragged 
style, full of spelling error, punctuation, and grammar mistake because the main actor in this novel has an 
autism spectrum disorder, so he can not write well and correctly, these things become the characteristic of 
the autism children that usually they had poor handwritting (Manjiviona., 2005). Therefore in this novel, 
it can be found that the diary of Charlie contined a lot of errors in terms of spelling, punctuation and 
grammatical. Then these reports evolved with grammatical improvements, writing styles, and mindsets. 
At the end of this novel plot, spelling, punctuation and grammatical errors reappear in this novel. The 
sample of the data that found in this novel: 
 
SL:  I said okay and Prof Nemur showed me how to werk the TV that reely wasnt a TV. I askd him what 
did it do. First, he look sore again because I asked him to explane me and he said I shoud just do 
what he told me. But Dr Strauss said he shoud explane it to me because I was beginning to questien 
authorety. I dont no what that meens but Prof Nemur looked like he was going to bite his lip off. 
Then he explaned me very slow that the mashine did lots of things to my mind. Somethings it did 
just before I fall asleep like teach me things when Im very sleepy and a little while after I start to fall 
asleep I still hear the talk even if I dont see the picturs anymore. Other things is at nite its suppose 
to make me have dreams and remembir things that happened a long time ago when I was a very 
littel kid. Its scary. 
 
TL: Aku bilang oke dan Prof Nemur memperlihatkan padaku bagaimana TV yang bukan TV 
sebenarannya itu bekreja. Aku tanya padanya apa gunanya. Pertama-tama ia tumpak cemberut 
karena aku minta penjlasan padanya dan ia bilang aku hanya harus melakukan apa yang 
dikatakannya. Tapi Dr Strauss bilang ia harus menjlaskannya padaku karena aku mulai 
mempertanyakan otoritas. Aku tidak tau apa atrinya tapi Prof Nemur kelihatan seperti akan 
menggigit putus bibirnya. Lalu ia menjlaskan padaku dengan lambat sekali bahwa mesyin itu bisa 
melakukan banyak hal pada pikiranku. Sesuatu akan terjadi sebelum aku tertidur seperti mengajariku 
hal-hal ketika aku sangat mengantuk dan sejenak sebelum aku betul-betul tertidur aku masih bisa 
mendengar percakapan bahkan ketika aku tidak lagi melihat gambarnya. Hal lainnya terjadi pada 
malam hari dan akan membuatku bermimpi dan inggat hal-hal yang terjadi pada masa silam ketika 
aku masih kecil. Menakutkan. 
 
The fragmentation of the novel in both languages indicates the decreasing in the level of 
acceptability, for example the word 'askd' is meant here is 'asked' which means bertanya in bahasa. 
However, in its translation it translates to 'tanya' which here seems that the translator eliminates the 
element of spelling errors in the target language text. Another example found in datum 26 above is the 
existence of the phrase 'the picturs' which contains ommisions type spelling errors, however this is 
omitted by the translator in the target language into ‘gambarnya’ which shows that the translation does 
not contain any spelling errors at all. In this case it appears that the translator chose to eliminate the 
misspelling that represents the condition of autism in the main character in this novel. Given the 
importance of analyzing some words and phrases that represent the condition of authors in this novel, the 
researcher decided to examine the techniques, methods and ideology of translation and its impact on the 
quality of translation of words containing misspellings in the novel. 
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From this reason, The study has the following aims: to analyze the quality of translation for the 
words that contain spelling,punctuation and grammatical errors from the accuracy, acceptability, and 
readability. In order to analyze the quality of translation, related to the accuracy, acceptability and 






The research method applied is descriptive qualitative. According to Sutopo, in the qualitative 
research, “the data collected are in the forms of words, sentences or pictures which has meaning rather 
than number or frequencies” (2002: 35). All of the data on this research are in the form of words. This 
research belongs to qualitative descriptive method because the process of this research done by collecting 
data, analyzing data, and writing the result. In addition to that, it is embedded case study. The sources of 
data consist of documents and informants selected with purposive sampling technique. The documents are 
Flowers for Algernon Novel and its translation version. The data are the words that contain spelling error, 
punctuation error, and grammar mistake in Flowers for Algernon novel that have been validated by 
validator and the information about translation quality given by raters. Informants are validator and three 
raters. The techniques of collecting data are document analysis, questionnaire, and focus group 
discussion. The data were analyzed by using ethnography method composed by Spradley (2002). This 
research is organized in the following procedures: 1) reading Flowers for Algernon novel and its 
translation and understanding what problems occured in the translation; 2) Collecting the data in the 
Flowers for Algernon novel that contain spelling , punctuation and grammatical errors; 3) Applying the 
data coding. Each datum is given number in order to make it easier to analyze; 4) Analyzing the 
translation  techniques; 5) Making a list of data in the form of questionnaire; 6) Distributing questionnaire 
to the raters; 7) Doing interview with the respondents; 8) Analyzing the data to find out the impacts of the 
translation techniques toward the quality of the translation in terms of accuracy, acceptability, and 
readability; 9) Drawing the conclusion. 
 
 
Results and Discussion 
 
Assessment of translation quality refers to three components, namely accuracy, acceptability, and 
readability. This assessment is done by analyzing through the FGD (Focus Group Discussion) process of 
three raters about the accuracy, acceptability and readability of words and phrases that contain spelling, 
punctuation and grammatical errors. Assessment of the quality of translation in this study used the scale 





The results of 309 data show that the data belonging to accurate translation amounted to 303 data 
(98.05%), not found in less accurate data and inaccurate data of 6 data (1.94%). Accuracy refers to the 
equivalence between the information in the source language and the information in the target language 
(Shuttleworth & Cowie., 1997). Based on the scale of this study, the accuracy is divided into three 
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a) Accurate Translation 
 
The results showed that there were 303 data (98.05%) belonged to accurate translation. It is said 
to be accurate if a message in the form of an accurate word, phrase, clause or source language sentence is 
assigned accurately into the target language marked with a context-situation translation and there is no 
distortion, addition or subtraction of messages. In addition, messages are delivered accurately in the target 
language. 
 
From this study, found 303 data (98.05%) categorized as accurate translations consisting of 162 
data using established equivalent technique (52.42%), graphology normalization technique of 127 data 






SL: I dint understand about it but I remembir Dr. Strauss said do anything the testor telld me even if it 
dont make no sense because thats testing. 
 
TL: Aku tidak mengerti itu tapi aku inggat Dr Strauss bilang aku harus lakukan apa saja yang diprintah 
penguji padaku walau itu tidak masuk akal karena itu ujian. 
 
The translation above is accurately transferred from the source language, there is no distortion 
occurs. This is because, the word 'telld' which here contains the Spelling Error type Addition also well 
represented in the target language to be 'diprintah' which here also contains spelling errors. The function 
in the source language is well conveyed to the target language. Thus there is no deletion of autism 
character in that words, all messages conveyed well, therefore the translation is said to be accurate. 
 
 
b) Less Accurate Translation 
 
The translation is said to be less accurate if the messages in the form of source language words 
and phrases are switched less accurately into the target language because the translation is less 
appropriate for the context of the situation and some words contain multiple or double functions (taxa), 
the addition and subtraction of messages. The findings show that there is no data found in the less 
accurate translation category. 
 
 
c) Not Accurate Translation 
 
According to the results of the study, the category of inaccurate translation includes 6 data 
(1.94%) and this number is derived from deletion techniques. Translation is said to be inaccurate if a 
message in the form of a word or phrase in the source language is switched inaccurately into the target 
language because the translation does not fit the context of the situation and there is a distortion of deleted 
functions and messages; The text of source language is not translated. Here are examples of inaccurate 
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Data 047:  
 
SL: He had a wite coat like a docter but I dont think he was no docter because he dint tell me to opin my 
mouth and say ah. 
 
TL : Ia pake jas puith seperti doktre karena ia tidak bilang sama aku buka mulut dan bilang aaa.... 
 
The example of the data above is an example of inaccurate translation, this is because the 
translator removes the autism marker element in the sentence, which is the word 'docter' ,that contains 
Spelling Error Types Substitution. However this word is removed by translator using deletion technique. 
Therefore it causes a message in the form of a word that characterizes an autism person in that novel is 
not conveyed to the reader and also found some distortion meaning and words are omitted causing these 





Acceptability refers to the conformity of translation to the linguistic and cultural norms of the 
target language (Nababan, 2013). Based on the assessment scale of acceptability used in this study, 
acceptability aspect is divided into three categories, namely: acceptable, less acceptable and not 
acceptable. The results of Focus Group Discussion (FGD) on 309 data indicate that the data belonging to 
the acceptable translation were 177 data (57.28%), less acceptable were 126 data (40.77%) and not 
acceptable were 6 data (1.94%). 
 
 
a) Acceptable Translation 
 
There are 177 data (57.28%) which belong to acceptable translation. Translation is said to be 
acceptable if the translation is sounds natural; the choice of grammar and spelling words and phrases used 
are in accordance with Indonesian grammatical rule, norms and culture. According to the results of the 
study, the acceptable translation were found 177 data (57, 28%) which consisted of 165 data from 
established equivalent technique (53.39%) and 12 data from compensation techniques (3.88%). Here is an 





SL: I dint know what he was gonna do and I was holding on tite to the chair like sometimes when I go to 
a dentist onley Burt aint no dentist neither but he kept telling me to rilax and that gets me skared 
because it always means its gonna hert. 
 
TL: Aku tidak tahu apa yang akan dilakukannya dan aku pegangan kursi kuwat kuwat seperti waktu aku 
ke doktre gigi. Namun Burt bukan doktre gigi juga tapi ia terus–terusan bilang padaku untuk santei 
dan itu malah bikin aku ktakutan karena itu artinya pasti selalu akan syakit. 
 
The translations above are categorized as acceptable translation. This is because the word that 
contains spelling error type distortion in the source language is the word 'tite', and translated with the 
same word has a spelling error also in the target language became 'kuwat-kuwat'. In this case the message 
is delivered well into the target language and the translation also feels natural because it fits within the 
context in the source language where autism marker elements are maintained in the target language. 
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b) Less Acceptable Translation 
 
In this research there are 126 data (40,77%) that categorized as less acceptable. The translation is 
said to be less acceptable if the translations sound natural, but there are fewer issues where the choice of 
words, phrases, clauses, sentences, grammar and spelling are used less in accordance with Indonesian 
grammatical rules, norms and culture. The translation that categorized as less acceptable were 126 data 





TL: Dr.Strauss says to rite a lot evrything that happins to me but I cant think anymor because I have 
nothing to rite so I will close for today...yrs truly Charlie Gordon. 
 
SL: Dr Strauss bilang supaya aku sering nulis apa saja yang kupikir dan yang trejadi padaku tapi aku 
tidak bisa berpikir lagi karena tidak punya bahan untuk ditulsi hari ini jadi akan aku sudahi untuk hari 
ini...slam hangt Charlie Gordon. 
 
The above data is categorized as less acceptable translation because the word that became the 
autism marker in the source language ('evrything') does not appear into the target language causing this 
translation became less acceptable translation. This is because the translation has undergone a change in 
form from the original one containing spelling errors, however it is made right or be a normal spelling in 
the target language. Therefore it causes the characterization score of acceptability becomes less. 
 
 
c) Not Acceptable Translation 
 
There are 6 data (1.94%) categorized into not acceptable translation and 6 data are derived from 
deleted techniques. In this category the definition of unacceptable translation is unnatural translation or 
feels like the work of translation, the choice of words, phrases, clauses, sentences, grammar and spellings 






Bsu: I thot that was a easy test but when I got up to go Burt stoppd me and said now sit down Charlie we 
are not thru yet. 
 
Bsa: Aku pikri itu ujian mudah tapi ketika aku berdiri untuk pergi Burt menghnetikan aku dan bilang 
duduklah Charlie kita belum slesei. 
 
 
The data is included in the category of unacceptable translation because, the translation is not 
natural and found grammatical errors in which here grammatical errors are also markers of autism in the 
source language, but this word is omitted by the translator using the deletion technique. So in this case it 
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Readability in translation refers to the extent to which a text is easy to read and understand by the 
target reader. Based on the assessment instruments of Nababan et al (2012), translations belong into the 
category of high degree of readability if the word, technical term, phrase, clause, sentence or subtitle can 
be easily understood by the reader. Based on the scale of the readability assessment used in this study, 
readability is divided into three categories, namely: high readability, moderate readability, and low 
readability. The result of Focus Group Discussion (FGD) on 309 data shows that the data belonging to 
high readability translation is 290 data (93.85%), moderate readability data is 13 data (4.20%) and low 
readability is 6 data (1.94%). 
 
 
a) High Readability Translation 
 
There are 290 data (93,85%) that have high readability in this research. Translations belong into 
the category of high readability if a word, technical term, phrase, clause, sentence or subtitle can be easily 
understood by the reader. According to the results of the study, the high-translation data found 290 data 
(93.85%) consisted of the established equivalent translation technique 149 data (48.2%), the graphology 
normalization technique 127 data (41.10%) and compensation technique is 14 data (4, 53%). Here are 
examples of data translation findings that have a high level of readability: 
 





SL: I dint understand about it but I remembir Dr Strauss said do anything the testor telld me even if it 
dont make no sense because thats testing. 
 
TL: Aku tidak mengerti itu tapi aku inggat Dr Strauss bilang aku harus lakukan apa saja yang diprintah 
penguji padaku walau itu tidak masuk akal karena itu ujian. 
 
The data is data that has high readability because, the word is still easily readable by the reader 
despite spelling errors. The word 'inggat' in this translation is still felt readable because the readers know 
the context of the story contained in this novel that tells the condition of an autistic character so that many 
spelling errors, punctuation and grammatical found in this novel. 
 
 
b) Moderate Readability Translation 
 
There are 18 data (5.82%) in this study included in the category of moderate readability 
translation. The moderate readability translation consisted of 16 data from established equivalent 
technique (5.17%), and 2 data from compensation techniques (0.64%). Translation is included in the 
category of moderate readability if generally the translation of words, phrases and technical terms are still 






Bsu: I holded the card up close and then far away. 
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Bsa: Aku penggan kartu itu dekat-dekat lalu jauh-jauh. 
 
 
The above data is included in the category of being spoken, because the word 'penggan' which is 
intended to 'pegang' in the target language is still sufficiently understood by the reader, although not too 
high the level of readability, but the word is still understandable to the reader which means 'grasp '. 
 
 
c) Low Readability Translation 
 
There are 6 data (1.94%) translations in this study included in the category of low legibility of 
309 data analyzed. Translations fall into the category of low readability if translation is difficult for the 
reader to understand. According to the results of the study, the low-translation translation category 
consisting of 6 data (1.94%) derived from the technique of translation deletion. Here is an example of a 





SL: So I said hello Miss Kinnian I’m redy for my lessen today only I lossed the book we was using. 
 
TL: Maka aku berkata halo Nona Kinnian akusiap untuk blajar hari ini hanya aku khilangan buku yang 
kami pakai. 
 
The data is included in the category of translation with a low level of readability due to the word 
'was' which here is a word that marks the character of autism because it contains grammatical errors 
omitted by the translator thus causing this translation has a low score of readability. 
 
 
3. Translation Quality 
 
In the previous section has described the overall data for accuracy, acceptability and readability. 
From the scores of each aspect calculated can be calculated the average score of the three aspects with the 
weighting system. The weighting system also refers to the theory of Nababan et al. (2012), ie score 3 for 
accuracy, score 2 for readability, and score 1 for readability. The average score of the three aspects is 
calculated in Table 4. 
 
The calculation (Table 4) shows that the average score of the three aspects of accuracy, 
acceptability and readability is 2.81. Scores in this study illustrate that the overall translation of words and 
phrases that represent the condition of Autism in the novel Flowers for Algernon can be said to be 
accurate, acceptable and easily understood by the target readers. 
 
 









Accuracy (a) Acceptability (b) Readability (c) Total (d) Average Score 
Ka x 3 Kb x 2 Kt x 1 a + b + c d : 6 
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In this research, there are 309 data, 303 data are translated accurately, there is no data is translated 
with less accurate, and 6 data are translated not accurately. In terms of acceptance, 177 data received in 
the category of acceptable, 126 data entered in the category of less acceptable and 6 data entered in the 
category of not acceptable. Then in terms of readability obtained 290 data categorized in the category of 
high-readability, 18 data entered in the category of moderate readability and 6 data entered into the 
category of low readability translation. 
 
Calculation of the average score of the three aspects of accuracy, acceptability and readability is 
divided into three aspect, for score of accuracy is 2.96, acceptability score is 2.55 and readability score is 
2.9 so the average score analyzed in this study is 2.8175. Scores in this study illustrate that the overall 
translation of words and phrases that contain spelling, punctuation and grammar errors in Flowers for 
Algernon novel can be said to be accurate, acceptable and easily understood by the target audience. 
 
             
            



















∑ % Accuracy Acceptability Readability 
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This study shows that translation quality assessment by expert readers and target readers has the 
same projection. This proved the score of high accuracy, acceptability and readability, resulting in high 
quality translation scores as well (2.81). This high quality translation score shows that the quality of the 
translations in words and phrases that contain spelling, punctuation and grammar errors in Flowers for 
Algernon novel is indeed not perfect but based on this research has good quality. 
 
The three aspects of high quality translation can be achieved because the ideology, methodology 
and techniques are used appropriately and have various variants, so that the functional distortion can be 
avoided, easily understood, and acceptable in the rules of the target language as well has been adapted to 
the context of the story in the novel. So that does not cause a shift in the main character's in the novel. 
This is proven through the techniques applied to the quality of translation, namely: established equivalent 
technique is 162 data, graphology normalization technique is 127 data, and compensation technique is 14 








From 309 words and phrases contained in this novel, 303 data (98.05%) are categorized as 
accurate translation and 6 data (1.94%) are categorized not accurate. For  the acceptability aspect, 177 
data (57.28%) are categorized as acceptable translation, 126 data (40.77%) are categorized as less 
acceptable and 6 data (1.94%) are categorized as not acceptable. While the readability aspect of 285 data 
(92.23%), has high readability level, 18 data (5.82%) have moderate readability level and 6 data (1,94%) 
have low level of readability. The average score of the three aspects of accuracy, acceptability and 
readability is 2.81.From the 309 data found data that has a low readability of 6 data, this is because the 
translator applied a deletion technique which eliminates the element of autism character marker in the 
novel that causes low readability. In this study the application of established equivalent techniques 
dominates in almost all word translations that contain spelling, punctuation and grammatical errors. The 
application of the translation technique contributes positively to the quality of the translation in its 
accuracy, acceptability and readability. 
 
The average score of 309 word and phrase data analyzed in this study is 2.8 which illustrates that 
the overall translation of words and phrases representing the condition of Autism in this novel can be said 
to be accurate, acceptable and easily understood by the target audience. This study shows that translation 
quality assessment by expert readers and target readers has the same projection. This proved the score of 
accuracy, acceptability and high readability, resulting in high quality translation scores as well. This high 










127 -- -- -- 127 - 127 -- -- 
Kompensasi 14 4,53 % 14 -- -- 14 -- -- 14 -- -- 
Delesi 6 1,94% -- -- 6 -- -- 6 -- -- 6 
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quality translation score indicates that the quality of word and phrase translation that represents the 
condition of Autism Spectrum Disorder character on Flowers for Algernon novel is not perfect but based 





The translator of this novel would be better if she was more consistent in noticing the word 
marker of Autism when translated in Bahasa Indonesia as the target language and keeping an eye on the 
word choice used in the translation for the accuracy, acceptability and readability of the word to be 
improved. The important thing to note here is this novel included in the novel Science Fiction which in 
this novel tells the condition of someone who suffered from Autism so that many found spelling mistakes, 
punctuation and grammar for it is appropriate that the mistakes contained in the source language is also 
should appear in the target language. All information in the source language text is an important 
component of a text. Therefore, the reduction, omission or non-translation of information may affect the 
quality of the translation, so the application of the deletion technique should be carried out with good 
judgment.The translator should consider the context of the story in this novel better, since characterization 
is an important element in a novel, then the use of graphology normalization translation techniques in this 
case causes the translation to be less acceptable. The use of graphology normalization techniques causes 
the authors' marking elements in this novel to be lost. So it is better that the authors of the authors are 
presented in the target language, so the elements of acceptance in this translation can be high.This 
research is product-oriented, that is identifying the type of spelling, punctuation and grammatical errors 
found in the novel Flowers for Algernon. By using the same data source, it is necessary to do advanced 
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